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Well what an intriguing summer the 2019-20 

season proved to be. The defending champions 

sitting mid-table after 8 rounds with only four 

wins; and two wins off the pace. Several 

significant team and individual efforts ensured 

that the A-Grade completed the remainder of 

the season without a further loss.  

Starting with the 10 wicket win against Central 

United B in the next round. The round 10 

domination of Salisbury North; Ash Martin’s 

Michelle to follow up twin 50s to the Skipper Ian 

Martin and Jarrad McLeod. Round 13’s travel up 

to Two Wells saw Aaron Burgess take five to 

reduce the hosts to 85. The 14th round against 

top-placed North Pines; 55 runs for the first 

wicket and 157 for the second, Tim Hodson (121), 

Ian Martin (32) and Micky Spry (60) set a total 

beyond reach. The whole team bowling effort in 

round 18 restricting Modbury to 83. Round 19 

presented our most memorable victory. 

Following a rare stutter from the top order, 

batting at 5, Aaron Timm dug deep to grind out 

a half century  before second year players 

Jason Jackowiak and Jarrac Zachoryj made the 

required 11 runs of the last over to secure a last 

ball final wicket victory. 

There was plenty on the line for the last minor 

round match at home against North Pines. The 

association batting trophy for Tim Hodson and 

the Minor Premiership for the winners. An all-

round team bowling performance reduced the 

away side to just 61 before Tim Hodson 

scratched out the required runs and then, with 

opening partner Ed Napoli, brought the team 

home to secure both wins. 

What happen next was unprecedented. With 

the Coronavirus (COVID-19) spreading 

throughout Australia, just like flicking a switch, 

all sporting competitions were cancelled. 

There were to be no Finals, no Presentations, 

no social events. Cricket just stopped. 

The efforts tabled previously, securing the 

Minor Premiership and ByLaws result in our 

A-Grade securing our second LO1 premiership 

in our first two seasons in PDCA. 

So what next? Once the social restrictions are 

eased to a point where we host 40 members in 

a room, our Presentation Dinner will be 

scheduled at the Archer, we will hold our 

Annual General Meeting and plan our three-

peat for this coming summer… 

COVID-19 slams brakes on 
2019-20 train to finals. 
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Too Well Played Round 13 
 

Round 13: Para Vista’s A-Grade side resumed their 2019-2020 season after the 

Christmas break with a trip up Old Port Wakefield Road to take on the really good 

blokes at Two Wells. Batting first on a breezy afternoon, captain Ian Martin took strike 

in absence of his great mate Tim Hodson and was clean bowled on the very first ball 

of the day. It wasn’t the greatest start to the second half of the season, but most of 

the Para Vista boys thought the skipper’s early dismissal was mildly amusing. Cricket 

sucks. Martin was replaced by Aaron Timm, who, along with Michael Spry at the other 

end, found the going really tough. The Two Wells outfield is lush, green and spongy, 

reducing beautifully timed drives from Timm (16) and Spry (16) to dribbling singles and 

reluctantly sprinted twos. Both concentrated hard to reach double figure scores that 

were as good as half centuries on the sluggish surface, before they were dismissed 

within a few balls of each other, Para Vista 3/51 heading into the drinks break.  

After drinks, Eddie Napoli and Pierott Peov continued in much the same vein as Spry 

and Timm, concentrating carefully, but finding the going really tough. A few bombed 

shots meant Eddie scored a little quicker, and he combined first with Peov and then 

Ashley Martin to propel Para Vista toward the 100 mark with a handful of overs to 

play. When Eddie was dismissed for 22, the anchor role for the death overs fell to 

Ashley Martin, who found capable partners in Tim Wilson (16) and a graceless Aaron 

Burgess (12). As ugly as it was, ugly was the order of the day, and it proved to be 

effective, as Ashley Martin, all puffed and sweaty, unleashed a flurry of his 

characteristic one-handed swipes to push himself to the innings-high score of 31, and 

his team to a competitive total of 9/141. After the break, the skipper turned to an odd-

couple pairing for the new ball. From one end, Jarrac Zachoryj, whose name would 

score a whopping 47 points on a scrabble board, battled a mad chest infection to send 

down some beautiful overs with the wind at his back. From the other end, the captain 

thought best to send the bloke with one good knee into the wind, but Jarrad McLeod 

didn’t seem to mind. Together, Jarrac and Jarrad restricted Two Wells to only 16 runs 

from the first ten overs, Jarrac claiming two early wickets to gift Para Vista the start 

they needed.  

Aaron Burgess was brought into the attack shortly after and claimed a wicket with 

his second ball, before taking two more in the space of two yorkers in his third over. 

Along with a handy wicket from Ash Martin, Two Wells were flailing at 6/54 at drinks. 

After the break, the Ian Martin almost bought himself a wicket or two when the home 

side decided they were going to hit out, with a couple of skied balls beating the hands 

of the despairing Para Vista fielders, but when the sloggers stopped taking the bait, 

he threw the ball back to Burgess and president Scott Brown, who had been warming 

up for a bowl in his long-sleeved skins since 10:37am on Friday morning. 

Brown struck first to take two poles and he planned on ripping his way through the 

brave young kids who made up the Two Wells tail, but Aaron Burgess spoiled the 

party, snaring the final poles to gift the grumpy redhead five wickets from his five 

overs, the home side all out for 85 in the 28th over. The Two Wells crew happily 

opened the bar and fired up the barbecue for us after the game – it was a nice way to 

finish a hard-fought afternoon. 

 

 
 

Results 
 

Round 13 
 
 

Para Vista A  
9 for 141 

Def 
Two Wells 

85 
 

A Burgess 5/10 
J Zachoryj 2/6 
S Brown 2/14 

 
A Martin 31 
E Napoli 22  

 
 
 
 

Para Vista B 
6 for 176 

Def By 
Enfield C 

7/178 
 
 

S Chapman 3/48 
A Watts 2/42 

 
M Ewers 98* 
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Enfield Meet the score 
Round 13:  

We started the game and batted first, started out rocky but then Matthew Ewers 

coming in at 4 managed to just sit under the honey with 98 runs but did manage to get 

not out. Nathan Cummins was also not out, David Schrieber had to retire due to pain. 

The mood was good at break everybody was ready to get back out there, When we did 

go out for our turn bowling it started out rough. Team pulled it together the and the 

batters started walking, in the last overs is where it got intense, down to the last ball 

everyone pushed really hard and gave it everything. was not able to get there in the 

end  but overall great effort from everybody and was and overall Awesome day 

 
 

Round 14  

 
 

Para Vista A 
3 for 241 

Def 
North Pines 119 

 
T Hodson 121 
M Spry 60no 
I Martin 32 

 
A Burgess 3/31 

E Napoli 2/5 
A Timm 2/7 

S Chapman 2/10 
 
 
 
 

Para Vista B 
 

Won on Forfeit 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Round 15 
 

No results due 
to washouts 

A’s Won Up on North Pines 
Round 14:  

It was a top of the table clash on familiar territory Goat Park for the A’s against North 

Pines which would prove later to be an A grade performance from the team. 

North Pines won the toss and sent us in on a classic day, the weather turning it on for 

a cracking days cricket. Tim Hodson and Ian Martin got to work, Timmy hitting a single 

to get us started which bought the skipper on strike. Murmurings of last weeks 

“incident” were quietly muttered under some fanboys breaths but a steady leave 

followed up by some nice pull shots off the meat of the bat quashed the low ball bounce 

from last week. The boys were in form rotating the strike and punishing the short balls 

in what was a great start to the day seeing off the new ball, if you ask Hoddo he didn’t 

middle one but still accumulating runs at will. It forced a change of bowler and the boys 

were in total control, until Ian clubbed one straight out of the middle to point for 32, 

which was a good catch and quite unlucky to be shelled straight to him. When Micky 

walked in it was 55 a perfect platform after 13 overs. Mick started where the skipper 

left off cover driving his first ball for a couple and looking in control quickly, The boys 

put on another 23 up to the drinks break forcing the spinners to come on and have a 

bowl.  

The break came at a good time as hoddo now started to middle them after coming back 

out, any loose ball was punished to or over the boundary with Mick also starting to find 

the gaps in the field pushing them back to find easy singles in between boundaries. 

Hoddo bought up his 50 quickly after the break and with some controversy mick just 

turned his back on him knowing full well what was about to follow. Not long after Hoddo 

did club one to a fielder on the boundary who shelled a sitter really which was a telling 

moment in the match.  Hoddo put his missed chance behind him quickly and started to 

open up putting the fielding team right behind the 8-ball, mis fields, quick 2’s and 3’s 

were putting them under the pump in between some maximums. Hoddo’s 6 over square 

leg brought up his ton and what a wonderful innings where this time Mick was up for 

a cuddle in the middle. The two lads putting on a clinic and setting what would be a 

very good 1st innings total. Unfortunately Hoddo would inside edge onto the leg stump 

with a few overs to go for a well made 121, a classic innings full of merit and a great 

157 partnership more importantly cementing our position in the match. 
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Round 14 continued:  

Eddy came out for some quick runs and sliced a couple square to 

which Micky went on and brought up a 50 with a nice drive straight 

up the ground, no getting bowled by a full toss this week! Eddy 

was there to hit and found the boundary a couple of times before 

getting caught 2nd to last ball of the innings to which mick hit the 

last ball to the rope. Para Vista with an ultra competitive score of 

241, mick finished with a quality 60no. 

North Pines were the top team for a reason they have talented 

batsmen that can hit the ball sweetly. The boys were up and about 

for the quiz night and with the thoughts of the theme being sci-fi 

Jacko’s first over went into orbit. Some power hitting early had us 

on the back foot and forced a bowling change by over 6. Ash and 

Burgo bowling beautifully with the pines batsmen riding there luck 

hitting across the line for boundaries finally running out with a 

Burgo beauty, off stump cartwheeling across the ground a thing 

of beauty. A quick start 1/37 after 4. Ash again keeping it tight and 

Burgo came back for round 2 picking up the other opener skying 

a high ball with a good catch by Timmy Wilson high up in the sun. 

Ash bowling ever consistently this year deserved a wicket 

however a hero to zero moment by Hoddo shelled an absolute 

sitter at short mid wicket, I still didn’t see jug purchased either..  

Cummo was brought into the team late and was hooping them 

both ways early causing all sorts of trouble by his skill and lets 

just say extreme pace. By his 2nd over he had his man bowled again 

playing across the line, there was a common theme starting to 

open up with these batsmen. Eddy also give then ball by now was 

bowling nice line and length and by his second over a beautiful 

change of pace undone one of there better looking batsmen, 

caught by the skipper straight to mid off. Timmsy and Spry having 

a bit of banter in the field about bowling and how they never do 

anymore and what do you know 2 mins late Timmsy is given the 

ball. He knew full well he was bowling and was taking the p*$$. 

Line and length was the order from the skipper to which he kept 

too and resulted in Jacko with a great footy mark at mid off to 

remove another.  

Shane also up the other end with his cagey spinners claimed a 

wicket on the boundary where Hoddo made up for his earlier 

mishap with a nice running catch. It wasn’t the only wicket for the 

spinner who ended up with a plum LBW much to the batsmen’s 

dismay. It was one of the quieter appeals I’ve ever heard but a few 

laughs from the lads of both teams everyone was having a fun 

game. Both bowlers picking up 2 each and it was down to Burgo 

to pick up the last getting one which came off old mates guts and 

removed the leg bail.  A great bowling effort finishing with 

3/31.North Pines to end all out for 119. A terrific all round 

performance to all involved with a great statement win by the lads. 
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Round 16 
 
 

Para Vista A 
7-99 
Def 

Central United B 
95 

 
T Hodson 44 

I Martin 14no 
 

T Wilson 3/22 
A Martin 2/8 
S Brown 2/10 

 
 
 
 
 

Para Vista B 
8 for 118 

Def 
Craigmore C 

9 for 116 
 
 

B Starke 5/3 
S Chapman 2/33 

 
G Bhujbal 29 
P Atkins 27 

 

Round 16:  

Central United B chose to bat, Aaron Burgess and Jarrac Zachoryj tasked with the 

new ball. It was Burgo who broke through early, bowling the opener for 0. Not to be 

out done, Yadda found the gap in the next over, CU’B’ 2 for 5. Rotation of the bowlers 

was the order of the day from Skipper Ian Martin. After just 3 overs each, The 

Destroyer, Ashley Martin was brought on, paired with Tim Wilson restricted the runs. 

Wilson breaking through. 3/11. United started the resistance. Next the old timer, Scott 

Brown, had the batters in two minds, their highest scorer bowled for 20. The 

remaining opening batter run out directly by PVs jack-in-the-box Tim Wilson and CUB 

5 for 58. If a bowler can have a ‘bunny’ after only a few matches, Brownie had his. 

The United number 7 bowled S.Brown for the third time in three outings. A subdued 

celebration and a few handshakes from old mates was all that was needed to 

celebrate 350 wickets for Para Vista. From there the ball was thrown around, with 

Ash Martin and Wilson picking up the remaining wickets. CUB  dismissed for 95. 

Following a well-earned beverage, the bowlers sat in the shade as Tim Hodson and 

Ed Napoli headed out to face the United attack. The skipper presenting opportunities 

to some batters, to have a hit and dropped himself down the order to number 8. E-

Naps put a couple away before loosing a bail. Tim Wilson in at three missed out and 

the Double Blues were 2 for 11. Pierot Peov dug deep at four, turning the strike over 

for Hoddo to just do his thing. “P” dismissed for 7, in came Jason Jackowiak. Jacko 

has proven to be solid in defence and a patient batter. By the time Hodson was caught 

for 44 the total was 4/69. Zachoryj, Ash Martin, and Jacko got us to 85. Ian Martin and 

Aaron Timm bringing it home. Burgess and Brown with the pads on praying not to be 

required. Runs made in the 32nd over. A great all-round performance.  

C.U.B. hard to drink 

B’s back in the winners list 
Round 16:  

Craigmore B chose to bat, Skipper Brenton Starke (as he should) sharing the new 

ball with Yogesh Dange. The human metronome striking first with a plumb shout. 

Yogesh striking soon after with the second opener nicking off. Again, Starke hits the 

pads and the finger goes up. Craigmore 3 for 24. The opposition rallied, despite a 

retirement, Craigmore pushed thought to 60 when Shane Chapman dragged the 

number three forward only to have Ben Gardner whip the bails off. With Noor Ali, 

Lachlan O’Brien and Roger Wilkins bowling without luck, it was Chapman (2/33) and 

the skipper (5/3, yes 3), assisted with a Gopi Bhujbal run out that closed their innings 

for 116. Bowling tight and straight does have it’s benefits, 3x LBW and 2x Bowled for 

Starke. 

The run chase was a case of all contributing without a real batting collapse. Phil 

Atkins, recovered from his repeated injuries (27), Gopi Buhjbal (29) and Jono Perugini 

with his personal top score. Brenton Starke and Noor Ali closing the innings in the 

36th over. Well done lads. 
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Round 17 
 
 

Para Vista A 
6 for 151 

Def 
Salisbury North 

A 
8 for 148 

 
S Khatri 3/13 

 
T Hodson 89 

 
 
 
 
 

Para Vista B 
9 for 57 
Def By 

Salisbury West D 
5 for 216 

 
B Gardner 25 
T Brown 17 

 
Y Dange 3/25 

 

A’s hold it over Salisbury nth 
Round 17:  

Salisbury North won the toss and chose to bat first. They were on the back foot early 

with Jacko bowling collard with the score on 8. They continued to loose wickets at 

regular intervals with A Martin, T Hodson, T. Wilson, A Burgess and J.Jackowiak all 

taking one wicket. With the stand out bowling performance going to S. Khatri with 3 

for 13 off 5 overs, along with J. McLeod Keeping the runs down in the final overs with 

5 overs 4 of them maidens. After 40 overs Salisbury North made 8/148.  

 

T. Hodson was again the stand out with the bat making 89 and was unlucky not to go 

on for another hundred. With Salisbury North taking a few late wickets the game was 

up for grabs . Jackowiak and Chapman weathered the verbal bouncers to guide the 

side home with 4 overs to spare. Para Vista 6 for 151 off 35.5 overs 

 

Back 2 Reality Round 

Round 17:  

Fresh off a win against a top four side, the Para Vista B-grade shaped up against 

another finals bound team in Salisbury West. Boasting a couple of the premier 

batsmen of LO3, a tough challenge awaited the Goatherders, and when the fall of the 

coin fell in the oppositions favour, Para Vista were banished to the field first up, albeit 

a player short with the late arrival of David Schreiber. 

Taking the new ball again after a steller last game, Yogesh Dange set about trying to 

make inroads into the batting lineup, teamed up with Noor Ali from the other end. The 

two bowlers started of well, keeping runs down until one of the openers opened his 

shoulders against Noor and crashed him to and over the boundary. It didn’t last 

though, with Yogesh drawing a miscued drive that was excellently taken low down 

by a sliding Lachlan O’Brien, 1/27 in the sixth over. Unfortunately that was the last bit 

of joy experienced for an extended period of time. While Yogesh kept it tight, he was 

unable to make another breakthrough, and Noor copped a bit of stick from his end, 

prompting a double bowling change. Lachie took the ball downwind, and young 15yo 

fill in Varad Sharma was given the ball at the other. Both bowlers we hit around the 

field to the sweeper men, even from their good balls, as both batsmen showed no 

respect for anything decent. Lachie finished with 0/26 from his 5 overs despite 

beating the bat a few times, and Varad (0/31 from 3) will learn a lot from his 

experience, especially how anything remotely short can be dispatched to the 

boundary by aggressive players. Roger Wilkins was given the ball for the last over 

before drinks, just conceding the single, and Salisbury West went for refreshments 

at the halfway mark of their innings at an imposing 1/100. 
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Round 18 
 

Para Vista A 
4 for 86 

Def 
Modbury 
9 for 83 

 
M Spry 50no 

 
T Hodson 2/8 

S Chapman 2/9 
A Martin 2/18 
M Spry 2/21 

 
 
 
 

Para Vista B 
7 for 132 

Def By 
Eyre Royals D 

4 for 133 
 

J Mulla 2/19 
 

B Gardner 42 
A Donnon 24 

 
 
 
 
 

No match 
reports 

submitted for 
Round 18 

 

Round 17 cont:  

Noticing a lack of voice and energy in the field, Captain Brenton Starke asked for a 

lift from everyone, with the target to not let the score blow out to 250+. Lachie 

switched to wicketkeeper (and did an excellent job), Roger continued his spell from 

the jail end, and returning Jakir Mulla was tasked to bowl his full swingers from the 

road end. Despite some early costly overs from both bowlers, they regrouped to start 

to constrict the scoring rate, and this pressure provided a wicket in the 23rd over 

when the number three tried to go big and lost his pegs to a straight one from Jakir. 

Try as they might, the Double Blues could not turn it into multiple wickets, and it 

wasn’t until the remaining opener tried to unsuccessfully take on Starke at mid off 

for a quick single, being run out with a direct hit, that the third wicket fell at a score 

of 172, still 7 overs to go in the innings. Roger (0/45 from 8) bowled through, his last 

over making his figures look worse than they should’ve been, and Jakir (1/39 from 8) 

also finished up, leaving Yogesh and Noor to complete the innings. Yogesh picked 

himself up a couple of late wickets, both bowled, to finish with 3/25 from his 8 overs, 

and Noor had no luck, finishing with 0/45 from his 8, Salisbury West making 5/216 

after their 40 overs. The response of some fight and spirit shown in the second twenty 

overs was pleasing to see, but a hard and long run chased beckoned.  

With finals out of the equation for the B-grade, the skipper asked for the batsmen to 

get selfish. Bat for time, keep a lippy and at times arrogant Salisbury West side in the 

field for a full 40 overs, and find yourself some form. Eggs Ben Gardner walked onto 

the field to start the reply, ably assisted by the experienced Tim Brown. The innings 

started smoothly, both openers playing assuredly – even with some hesitation 

between the wickets – and despite the annoyance of a couple of louder Salisbury 

West fielders, proceedings were under control. Both Eggs and Tim were playing 

soundly until Eggs misjudged a quick single and was run out for 25 (41balls) in the 

12th over, 1/32. From there, the innings quickly unravelled. Dave Schreiber, Varad, and 

Gopi Bhujbal (fresh of his excellent form the week prior) all came and went without 

troubling the scorers, and when Yogesh (2) was out just before drinks, the Para Vista 

innings had completely fallen apart, 5/44 after 20 overs. 

Hoping for a rearguard fight, Jakir joined the stoic Tim Brown, and the two tried to 

settle in. Unexpectedly, Salisbury West brought on one of their old timers, who at 

times looked as though he’d struggle to get the ball to the other end. Brown spanked 

his second ball to the fence, but in trying to dispatch another pie, missed it and lost 

his pegs, the bowler having the last laugh, and the Salisbury West team celebrating 

hard. Tim had resisted the attack for a hard fought 17 from 66 balls and was 

disappointed to get out when he did. Noor came and went without scoring, and when 

Jakir fell for 2 (25 balls), Para Vista were all but done, 8/57. Lachie fell next over, and 

with the skipper unable to hold the bat due to an injury while fielding, the innings was 

closed at 9/57 after just 28.1 overs, a 159 run defeat. 

It was a disappointing end to a game that could have offered so much in the beginning. 

While Salisbury West’s batting was good, too often a gift ball was crashed to the 

boundary, and all the bowlers at times struggled with a consistent line and/or length, 

making field placements hard. The effort and energy in the second 20 overs in the 

field was good, but then the batting was a let down. The Para Vista B-grade know 

they are a better side than the result showed, and they will be out to prove it with a 

match against fellow mid table side Eyre Royals next game. 
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MASTERS BLASTED  

 
Round 19 

 
 

Para Vista A  
9/165 

Def 
Grand Masters 

164 
 

M Spry 3/23 
A Timm 2/22 

 
A Timms 50 

 
 
 
 

Angle Vale C 
7/355 

Def 
Para Vista B 

6/158 
 

A Samuel 3/82 
V Sharma 2/50 

 
N Cummins 51 
G Bhujbal 45 

 

Round 19:  

Para Vista’s A-Grade side have tightened their grip on top spot in the Para Districts 

Limited Overs competition with a stirring last-ball, one-wicket victory over the 

Grand Masters in Round 19 action at the weekend. 

Bowling first at Edward Smith Reserve with a slightly depleted attack due to the 

absence of leading wicket-taker Ash Martin, the home side were expensive early, 

as the Grand Masters opening partnership peeled off thirty runs from their first 

three overs. Jarrad McLeod was able to put the brakes on with some more 

consistent lines and churned out three consecutive maidens as Tim Hodson was 

brought into the attack at the other end in an attempt to unsettle the batsmen with 

a little swing. Whilst the scoring slowed, Para Vista had to be patient, and it wasn’t 

until the fifteenth over that they would find a breakthrough, Ian Martin holding his 

nerve under a high ball to reward Michael Spry and his team with their first wicket 

for the afternoon. Whilst Eddie Napoli was still trying to change a flat tyre on his ute, 

fielding one short continued to prove challenging and the Grand Masters continued 

to find a few runs, heading into the drinks break at twenty overs with some 80 runs 

under their belt, for the loss of only one wicket. 

Play continued for a short time in the same vein after drinks, until Aaron Timm was 

given the ball from the northern end of Edward Smith Reserve. As is customary 

when Timmsy rolls the arm over after his team-mates have toiled without success, 

strange things began to happen. In Timm’s first over, Michael Spry managed to run 

out one of the Grand Masters batsmen, who had called for a suicide run. In Timm’s 

second over, the diminutive veteran ripped out the off stump of the dangerous 

opening bat. In his third over, another run-out, a carbon copy of the first, a bad call, 

gleefully picked up by Michael Spry… and then in his fourth over, Timm knocked over 

the Grand Masters number six. They’d lost 4/27 in the space of eight overs and 

skipper Ian Martin thought it better for the enjoyment of everyone present that Timm 

be given a spell. 

With Timm banished to backward square, Spry and McLeod were brought back into 

the attack, and despite some good bowling and regular wickets, the Grand Masters 

edged towards a competitive total. Jarrad managed to draw an edge from the 

number seven in his last over, which was clinically caught by ‘keeper Tim Wilson, 

leaving Jarrad with the impressive figures of eight overs, four maidens, one wicket 

for twenty. Michael Spry then combined with Hodson to remove the opposition 

number five with a skied hit, before standing strong under one himself, to give him 

figures of 3/22 from eight overs and leaving the Grand Masters at 8/161 with a couple 

of overs left to play… during which, the Grand Masters managed to run out a third 

batsman for the afternoon, Jarrac Zachoryj throwing down  the stumps at the non-

strikers end, Grand Masters notching a highly competitive 9/163 from their allotted 

forty. 

After the break, the tried and tested opening combination of Ian Martin and Tim 

Hodson padded up and headed out to the middle, and they didn’t disappoint in the 

first few overs, quickly belting 38 runs between them before disaster struck. The 

skipper hit one straightish down a fielder’s throat, before Hodson left a straightish 

delivery and was bowled. Michael Spry strode out to the middle looking to add to his 
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Round 19 continued:  

three wickets, two run-outs and a catch, but the cricket gods had 

deemed he’d done too much already, Spry bunting a catch straight 

back to the bowler for a duck. Para Vista had lost three wickets for 

one run and found themselves in all sorts of trouble. 

Thankfully, the carnage had united the two steadiest heads in the 

team at the crease, and Pierrot Peov and Aaron Timm set about 

righting the ship and steering Para Vista away from the storm. The 

pair patiently prodded their way to drinks and well beyond, putting 

together a much-needed 42 run stand. When Pierrot was judged 

adjacent, the run-rate had begun to climb and the home side looked 

to Timm to get the scoreboard ticking over, but it would be Shane 

Chapman to knock back a couple of boundaries to keep Para Vista 

in the hunt. Sadly, Chappo was rapped on the pads in-line and the 

much-anticipated arrival of Jarrad McLeod to the crease loomed as 

a crucial turning point in the game. Alas, Jarrad only last two balls 

– like Spry, dismissed for a duck, spiralling one to the Grand Masters 

slip fielder to leave Para Vista floundering at 6/115 and needed more 

than six an over to win. 

By this time, Eddie’s bad day had seemed to improve and he was 

permitted to bat at number eight. A couple of lusty blows had Ian 

Martin’s team daring to dream again, but he found a fielder at mid-

off soon after and the game looked all but gone at 7/129 with as little 

as five overs left to play. As wickets steadily fell, Timm was 

smashing a load of boundaries that went for singles at the other 

end, doing just enough to keep Para Vista in the match. He picket-

fenced his way to a solid, and much-deserved half-century, and then 

his attempts to throw his own wicket away and let someone else 

finish the job finally succeeded. That someone else was Tim Wilson, 

but he was bowled trying to pull a yorker through midwicket, and 

the home side look all but cooked, nine down and needing eleven 

from the last over to win. What happened next was ridiculous. 

Number 11 Jarrac Zachoryj swung and missed on the first ball of the 

40th over and he was quite dirty on himself. He usually is! Eleven 

needed from five balls. 

The next ball, Zachoryj hit the flushest six seen all year. A length 

ball, disappearing into the trees over extra cover. It was outrageous! 

The Para Vista boys watching on couldn’t believe their eyes.  

Five needed from four… Jarrac’s great mate Jason Jackowiak at the 

other end and the pair didn’t let the team down. Finding a couple of 

singles, then a risky two, before Zachoryj deposited a single over 

short midwicket on the last ball of the game to get Para Vista’s 

noses over the line. It was incredible. Zachoryj’s 13 not out and 

Jackowiak’s 14 not out easily the best tenth wicket stand the club 

has seen in many years and one that will be remembered for many 

more! What a day. 
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PVCC vs Grandmasters - 29/02/2020- Jacko Version 

We (2nd) bowled first, with the Grandmasters (4th) making a respectable 164 from their 40 overs. 
 
Our batting innings started well, with our openers both losing their wickets with the score on 38. This included the prized 
wicket of Hoddo, who went on to become the competitions leading run scorer. The dependable and in-form Micky Spry 
came and went for a duck, and suddenly the run chased loomed a little larger. Pierrot added a few before blocking one 
with his leg, but Aaron Timm and Shane Chapman steadied the ship with a 63 run partnership. 
 
I recall having a chat with the club President while watching this partnership and noting that it was a positive that our 
top 3 didn’t dominate the score for a change, to give the middle and lower order some time out in the middle, particularly 
when thinking about improving the depth come finals. 
 
When Chapman too blocked one with his leg in the 32nd over, there was no need for concern, as the match was perfectly 
suited for us. We had batted time and chipped away while conserving wickets, and had two of our cleanest and biggest 
hitters to come. J-Mac came in and...went for 0. Hmm. No problem though, Timm was looking set as he neared 50 with 
his eye well in, and E-Naps was ready to hammer. E-Naps started with a single to get his eye in, hit a couple of four’s and 
then played a beautiful forward defensive push for a single...that carried to deep long-off! Uh oh. It was my turn with the 
willow, and with the last of our recognised hitters out I didn’t like our chances. I could hang around and make a few runs, 
but big hitting was not my strong suit. 5 overs left, 36 runs to win, three wickets in hand. I went out with the intent to 
run hard, rotate the strike and let Timm do the work. We started rotating strike well, but the field was spread back on 
the boundary, and the required rate was slowly rising. Timm soon made a very well earned and much needed 50, and 
then tried to go big, but only got as far as the waiting fieldsman. A bit over two overs, 18 runs to go. Tim Wilson was up 
next, who is an excellent hitter of the ball. Tim went big...and saw his stumps fly. Last wicket now. Eeks! 
 
Let’s pause here for a moment. Jarrac Zachoryj is my best mate, and we have almost grown up together. Playing many 
hours of backyard cricket together, we always prized hitting each other’s stumps. We have also played a lot of indoor 
cricket together, being pests between the wickets with our batting partnerships. Jarrac has also been one of our most 
consistent bowlers this season, opening the attack all year. Jarrac is also a natural striker of the ball, but without time in 
the middle lately and a tough day with the ball, confidence was not high. For both of us, this was our second year at the 
club, and we didn’t have a lot of experience behind us. 
 
As he strode out into the middle, I knew my hitting alone wouldn’t be enough, I don’t have the power game Jarrac does. 
When we met, he asked me what I wanted him to do, and he was pretty keen to hit singles and put me on strike. I told 
Jarrac to just play straight, get the feel for the ball, hit a single if it is there, but if you see it in your arc, hit straight and 
hard. We could easily take singles with the spread field, and push for the odd two - we weren’t the only ones under 
pressure after all. A couple of singles and dot balls saw 3 ones of the second to last over. We were still alive. 
 
Last over, last wicket, 11 runs to win. Jarrac on strike. 
First ball was down leg and missed. 5 balls, 11 runs. 
Second ball was hitting halfway up the middle stump and in the arc. Jarrac hit straight, and big! SIX!!! “Six! That was six! 
Umpire that was six! It carried! Call it six!” and he did, as it sailed long over the straight man on the boundary. Confidence 
was now through the roof. Jarrac had his mojo. We took our time in between balls, to both calm ourselves and irritate 
the opposition, which worked exactly as had hoped. 4 balls, 5 runs. 
Third ball, Jarrac hits a single. 3 balls, 4 runs. 
Fourth ball Jacko hits a single. 2 balls, 3 runs. 
Fifth ball, Jarrac hits it well but toward the long-on fielder. As I hit the strikers end I call two and keep repeating. Jarrac 
could hear the team from the rooms calling out “Go! Go!” and hesitates. Why are they calling no? I keep yelling and keep 
running toward him, forcing him to run and we make it with ease. The match is now drawn. 1 ball, 1 run to win. 
Jarrac on strike. The ball is on the pads, and is hit JUST over the hands of mid-on for a single! 
WE WIN! Bats were thrown, and COVID had not yet hit our shores so high-tens and hugs were in abundance! 
 
The beers had never tasted as good as they did after the game that day. This is by far one of the biggest cricketing 
experiences I have had, and to pull it off with my best mate showing what he is made of makes it that much sweeter. 
 
Side note: The Grandmasters went on to finish 5th (just outside of finals) in the last game of the season! 
 
Thank you cricket for the memory. 
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Round 19:  

Para Vista B’s taking on one of the Division’s top 

teams, Angle Vale on their home ground, was 

always going to be a tough game for the blues right 

from the start. With one of their batsman, leading 

the runs scored in the division and with them also 

gunning for a top spot on the table, with the top 

three teams only points apart. The pressure was 

on. 

With a few or more ring ins and with a big thank 

you to Varad, Andrew, Ben Carn, and Zawar who 

helped out with filling in the team for us, spirits 

were high heading out to feild in the first session 

after been sent into bowl. Cummo and Noor opened 

up. Cummo got put away early, even with some 

good bowling but was able to bounce back and 

keep the run rate down. Noor at the club room end 

was tidy and kept them at bay for a bit. Plenty on 

banter kept the everyone alive and on the front 

foot. 

A change of bowling brought in Sharma. Sharma 

breaking the opening stance at 110 with a catch by 

Zawar. Samuels bowled well and took his first club 

wicket, with a catch by Cummings.  

Angle Vale continued to pull away with the run rate.  

Gopi and Cummings took a couple of great catches 

to keep the batting side in check. Then with Cummo 

clean bowling the opening batter before reaching 

his ton. 

A couple more catches by Sharma and Stark kept 

spirits high and with Samuals claiming a couple 

more wickets. Finising up the forty overs: Angle 

Vale 7/335. 

Nathan Cummins 1/55 (8) 
Noor Ali 0/47 (8) 
Varad Sharma 2/50 (6) 
Ben Carn 0/12 (2) 
Roger Wilkins 0/50 (5) 
Andrew Samuel 3/82 (8) 
Zawar Ali 1/35 (3) 
 

 

Bs given giant task 

 

Batters up... 

Opening up Eggs and Tim Brown took to the 

centre.  Eggs got us off to a good start. Knowing 

the runs to achieve where high, both batsman 

scored soundly until Eggs run out for 26. 

Shortly followed by Carn. 

Brown then bowled by an inside edge without 

troubling the scorers much more. Cummings 

and Bhujbal steadied the ship, with Cummo 

showing he still has  it with a half-ton and 

seeing Gopi back in some form with 45* batting 

out 30 overs. 

A good effort by all considering the score that 

needed to be chased down. PV 6/158 (40) 

Eggs Benjamin 26 
Tim Brown 12 
Nathan Cummins 51 
Gopi Bhujbal 45* 
Noor Ali 12* 
 

Yes, it was a heavy loss, and yes they are a good 

side, but the way the everyone played was 

awesome. To see the young guys with smiles 

on their faces and people enjoying their cricket 

is always great to watch and be involved in. 

 

Zawar taking his first wicket for the club and a 

good catch, Varad taking 2 wickets was 

excellent, and Andrew bowled extremely well 

for his 3 wickets, even wanting to have the ball 

in his hands at the death when they were hitting 

out.  

 

Everyone gave their all and held their heads 

high. 
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Round 20 

 
Two Wells 

 8/164 
Def by 

Para Vista A 
6/199 

 
T Hodson 90 
I Martin 64 

 
J McLeod 4/22 

 
 
 

Para Vista B  
94 

Def By 
Enfield United C 

130 
 

B Starke 6/16 
J Mulla 2/12 

 
T Brown 18 

N Cummins 17 
 
 
 

No match 
reports 

submitted for 
Round 20 

 
 
 

Round 21 
 

Para Vista A 
0/63 
Def 

North Pines  
61 

 
J Zachoryj 3/11 
T Hodson 2/8 
A Timm 2/17 
T Hodson 41* 

E Napoli 20 
 

B-Grade Bye 
 
 

What an end to a season 
Mick Spry 

 Round 21:  

Blah blah blah" Tim Hodson yelled from boundary after Bungy’s jaffer to Mitchell, could 

be heard from the Wilson wedding down the road blah blah blah Ash Martin tried a 

unique way of catching a cricket ball with his neck, blah blah Hoddo went out to bat 

clinching association batting trophy and the game blah blah premiers.            

The End 

Currently there are social restrictions in place that prevent us from holding 

our AGM and our Presentation Dinner. We have been in discussions with 

The Archer. As soon as we can accommodate, we will schedule the 

Presentation Dinner. There is a Premiership to celebrate after all. The 

PDCA will also schedule their Presentation Night in due course. 

We will also schedule the AGM as soon as we can (minimum 14 days 

notice). 

Looking forward: We have interest in founding a Junior program. 

Significant interest for an Under 16 team. All ages possible. We are still 

keen to enter a Women’s Team. More to come. 

Please spread the word and record any interest…especially contact 

details.  

 

We do not know what the 2020-21season will look like. I expect that the 

summer may be shorter to accommodate the winter sports. I will keep 

you all in the loop as soon as we have something to share. 

Finally, please continue to support the businesses and individuals that 

have supported us. I am sure they are doing it tough. I would love to have 

a few members back at The Archer and Grand North for a drink and/or a 

meal soon after they open up for business. Don’t forget to pop into 

InterSport TTP for your shoes and apparel. Get around to Hampstead 

Quality Meat and pick up quality meat…it’s in the name. Spread the word 

about Motor Matcher.  

Cheers, 

Brownie 
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Congratulations 
The club wishes to welcome two additions to our cricketing family. 
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KaBoom 
Para Vista Cricket Club Thanks our 

Community Partners for their  
ongoing and valued Support 


